Design in the Pays Basque
Ocean Farm Design Lab & Residency
August 2020
London Design Biennale
Design in an Age of Crisis
Response to Call for Radical Design Thinking
Urgent environment brief: Building back greener

Designers need space to think, to create,
to expand their minds, to experience the natural world,
to get their hands in the soil, to learn about our impact
on the planet, to share their ideas and to apply their skills
to combat climate change, Now.
Welcome to the Ocean Farm Design Lab & Residency.
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WHAT
Ocean Farm Design Lab & Residency
[OFDLR] will be an innovative design
and community led space, located in
the French Pays Basque, with a focus
on investigating permaculture futures
through circular design. It is a response
to the climate emergency and the
urgent need for communities, led by
design thinking, to take positive action
to reduce our impact on the planet.

OFDLR will provide an opportunity for
designers who are engaged with the
climate agenda, to develop and share
ideas. It will be a space for personal
and professional learning about radical
design principles, and the unique
cultural heritage and natural beauty of
the ocean, mountains, landscapes, and
communities the Pays Basque.
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WHY
Climate change, biodiversity loss and mankind’s
over use of resources have reached critical point.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
highlighted that we have just 12 years to limit
catastrophic climate change that will make life on
earth very challenging. In July 2019 key leaders
described the next 18 months as critical in setting
the agenda to achieve this...
we have 6 months to instigate new behaviours
and designers can help lead the way.

Learning from the past

Minimise.
Source: NOAA/NCEI

Where
OFDLR will be located in the
Northern Pays Basque.
The Basque Country, home of the Basque
people, is located in the western Pyrenees,
straddling the border between France and
Spain on the coast of the Bay of Biscay.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basque_Country_(greater_region)

The Basque Country is a unique destination, with an
exceptional heritage and international connections.
Geographically influenced by the Pyrenees and the Atlantic,
it has a rapidly expanding population with relatively high
disposable income. A location starting to shift from seasonal
tourism to year round living, that needs investment and
provides a unusual microcosm to test ideas for future living.

Biarritz
Bidart

Ocean Farm
Design Lab &
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HOW
How can we create healthier, greener,
equal and prosperous societies?
How can design better engage people with
environmental issues and the natural world?
How can design help reduce and transform
material use around us?
By investigating the future of permaculture
through circular design.

Circular

design

Open call for designers to apply
circular design principles to
existing local environmental
and economic challenges to find
future design led solutions e.g.
Alternatives to burning of brebis
wool in the Pyrenees, re-thinking
soil health in the Pays Basque,
positive permaculture influence
on river & ocean pollution.
Collaborate with local authorities
to share vital knowledge and help
create impactful local policy.

Permaculture

A destination to investigate
the future of permaculture
methods in practise and create
living experiments. Apply
contemporary permaculture
principles to the agricultural
and oceanic heritage of
the Pays Basque. Design,
develop and showcase new
ideas with local communities
in an innovative learning
environment.

Community

Opportunity for local and
global design networks to
learn from, and exchange with
Pays Basque communities
creating and inspiring new
ideas and positive behaviour
change. Invest in developing
a local talent pool, leveraging
the support of world class
international expertise.

Influences
• Technology & design-led positive
action in response to the climate crisis
• Building UK-EU bridges to resist Brexit
cultural isolation
• Active investigation of permaculture
practise through circular design
principles to create new ideas
• Innovative learning programme for
designers in residence and local
Franco Basque communities creating
glocal design exchange

• Championing and learning from the
cultural heritage and identity of the
Pays Basque
• Space for local communities to visit,
learn, engage, exchange, socialise and
be inspired
• Circular architecture and ecorenovation applied to existing building
creating passivhaus environment
powered by renewable energy

Design Residency / Fablab make space / Workshop
& meeting space / Cafe & community space /
Circular design & permaculture learning /
Living experiment.
from old farm to new futures

Ocean Farm
Design Lab &
Residency

Workshop &
meeting space

Circular design, permaculture &
community learning program

Design Residency

Studios & lodging for designers

Cafe
& community space
Farm to table cafe - community /

Fablab make space

Tech enabled green lab make space

co-work / social / activity space

Living experiment

Action learning experience

Circular design
& PERMACULTURE
Program
Residency & short courses

Accelerate.

Who
Primary audiences:
• Global design community via London networks.
• French Pays Basque community: the population
included in the Basque Municipal Community
amounts to approx. 400,00 inhabitants
distributed in 158 municipalities.
• Local International population brought to area via
sports: mainly surf & rugby, and local industries:
ocean & agriculture.

Partners
The following partners are essential and/or desirable for the success of the Ocean Farm Design Lab & Residency:
Pays Basque community

London & Pays Basque design community
Bidart Local authority:
Local decision maker,
community connector with
option on potential building.

Estia - Technopole: Engineering
school - Advanced Industrial
technology.

Communauté d’agglomération
du Pays Basque. Responsible
for regional government and
infrastructure decision making
improving urban Basque
Communities.

CPIE Pays Basque: Centre for
Environmental Initiatives in the
Basque Country

London Design Biennale:
Global Design community.

Royal College of Art:
Global Design network.

British Council:
UK >< International
cultural relations

URGE: multi- disciplinary
design collective helping
organisations radically
respond to the climate
emergency.

Tabakalera: contemporary
culture centre in the
Spanish Pays Basque

Permaculture & Circular Design
European Permaculture
Network: national and
regional organisations and
networks of Permaculture
practitioners.

UK Permaculture
Association: working to
radically and positively
change UK lifestyles

Ellen MaCarthur
Foundation - building a
positive future through
the framework of a
circular economy

Design
Sustainability
Communication
Alexie Sommer is a designer based between
London and Biarritz.
With 20+ years UK design industry experience,
and a focus on the intersection between
design creativity, business sustainability and
communication she understands the power of
design in helping create new behaviours which is
essential to tackling the Climate Emergency.
This proposal is based on Alexie’s experience and
the discover of a potential home for the Ocean
Farm Lab and Residency during COVID lockdown.
Alexie Sommer
a@alexiesommer.com

